
Business means: A company transacts business activities

through the production of a good, or offering of a service or

retailing of already manufactured products.

In contrast, trade refers only to the buying and selling

activities, which form a part of business activities. So trading

activities involve of buying, selling, or exchanging goods or

services between people, firms, or countries.



BUSINESS STRUCTURE



INCO Terms, mode of transport & trade contract responsibility 



Mode of payment in international business





INCO Terms, mode of transport & trade contract responsibility 



DATA EXCHANGE IN INTERNATIONAL  TRADE



Actors involved in Import & Export Trade





Aircraft chartering

Aircraft are chartered for a number of reasons:

• Cargo may be unexpectedly delayed, or stranded in a particular location.

• Scheduled flights may be fully booked

Chartering of an aircraft is an expensive exercise and it is an option which requires 
careful consideration. The following are major concerns:

• Finding an aircraft with adequate capacity and flight range

• Obtaining traffic and landing rights to ensure passage to the desired destination.

• Charterer having to pay for both legs of the journey, because of the lack of cargo for the 
return journey.

In such cases it is recommended that you avail of the services of an experienced air cargo 
agent or airfreight forwarder to ensure you are using the right equipment, at the lowest 
available price, for the job.



Port is the place where (such as airport or seaport) used for loading and unloading of Cargo and a place to 

manage all the imports, exports of goods between one country to another.

Harbours are just vast spacing places, where ships, cargo container loaders and vessels are anchored for safety 

purposes from bad climate or weather conditions.

1. Free Ports, ports where international trade can be conducted with less strict Customs regulations, so saving 

time on paperwork and bottom line costs. Very useful if looking to transship cargo through a regional hub 

port. For that reason many regional hubs tend to have Free Port Zones. 

2.  Closed Ports, ports where foreign trade vessels are barred and only national coastal traffic is handled. 



Overview of  Port



Docks are places where ships, vessels are designed and repaired.

Dry Dock means under no water stream conditions, desinging and repairing of ships is done. 

In this particularly, engine repairs of Ship are done in most cases. Where as in a Wet Dock, upper parts of 

ship (which is as in if a Ship is on Sea, the half that we can see upon water) are repaired or remodelled there.

Jetty may be called temporary asylum for Small Ships, that or those which cannot enter Harbours. It is just 

for extra spacing parking for such smaller ships.

Quay is the space at the Harbour or Shore, where all the ships can moor nearby.

Wharf is less substitutive than a quay, and may be on the bank of a river or a of a Big Lake.



Port tariff



Indian major Ports and minor (private) ports



SAILING & STEAM SHIPS ARE ABBREVIATED AS ‘S.S.’ . SHIP IS AN ELONGAGED METAL BOX HENCE 
IT IS CALLED AS ‘VESSEL’.  MOTOR VESSEL ABBREVIATION IS M.V.AND M.T. IS FOR TANKER SHIP



Ships are built 
- to satisfy a large number of different needs of the owners of the 

world’s merchant and naval fleets

- and those different needs result in some very different hull shapes 
and sizes, speed requirements, and propulsion types. 

- average age of ships are 20 to 25 years





More than 90% of the world's cargo carrying tonnage is covered by the classification design, construction and 
through-life compliance Rules and standards set by the ten Member Societies and one Associate of IACS. 
(International Association of Classification Societies.  The flow chart is given below:





Inter-governmental Organisations

International Maritime Organization (IMO)
International Labour Organization (ILO)
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
World Customs Organization (WCO)
International Hydrographic Organization (IHO)
International Maritime Mobile Satellite Organization (INMARSAT)
Paris MOU on Port State Control
Tokyo MOU on Port State Control
Indian MOU
Mediterranean MOU
Black Sea MOU
Latin American MOU

http://www.imo.org/
http://www.ilo.org/
http://www.unicc.org/unctad
http://www.wmo.ch/
http://www.wcoomd.org/
http://www.iho.shom.fr/
http://www.inmarsat.com/
http://www.parismou.org/
http://www.iijnet.or.jp/tokyomou
http://www.iomou.org/
http://www.medmou.org/
http://www.bsmou.org/
http://200.45.69.62/index_i.htm


SHIP  BUILDING PROCESS

Bow assembling

Fitting of engine Fixing of Propeller

Hull work is finished

http://www.ship-technology.com/projects/salicafrigo/index.html
http://www.ship-technology.com/projects/discoverer/index.html
http://www.ship-technology.com/projects/tower_bridge/index.html




FOLLOWED BY NAMING CEREMONY AND LAUNCHING

http://www.ship-technology.com/projects/yasin/index.html
http://www.ship-technology.com/projects/tower_bridge/index.html
http://www.ship-technology.com/projects/pensilvania/index.html
http://www.ship-technology.com/projects/pensilvania/index.html


CREW COMPLEMENT BY SHIP CLASS : The required crew size will be dictated by a document 
called the Minimum Safe Manning Certificate. This document dictates the minimum number of 
personnel necessary to safely navigate and operate the vessel 



Some of the more common vessel types are: 



Types of dry bulk cargo ships



Types of tanker ships



Types of gas carriers



Types of ships



Container ships size







Ship’s parts



Ship’s parts ....continuation



Ship’s part ….continuation



Ship’s port and starboard side





A ship's Length Overall [LOA] is measured in feet and inches from the extreme forward end of the bow to the extreme aft end of 
the stern. The beam of a ship is its width at the widest point as measured at the ship's nominal waterline. The beamis a bearing 
projected at right-angles from the fore and aft line, outwards from the widest part of ship. Air draft (or air draught) is the distance 
from the surface of the water to the highest point on a vessel. This is similar to the "deep draft" of a vessel which is measured from 
the surface of the water to the deepest part of the hull below the surface, but air draft is expressed as a height, not a depth.





The dead weight scale is made up of several 
columns ：

Column A (dead weight ton-saltwater) gives the

lift capacity of the vessel.

Column B (draft [feet or meters] to bottom of

keel) shows the mean draft in feet and meters.

Column C (displacement tons, saltwater) gives

the displacement tonnage of the ship plus any

material placed in the vessel.

Column D (tons per inch or centimeter

immersion) denotes the number of tons required

to change the mean draft of the vessel 1 inch or

centimeter at various drafts



Bale Capacity:

This is the cubic capacity of a space when the breadth is taken from the inside of the cargo battens, the depth 

from the wooden ceiling to the underside of the deck beams and the length from the inside of the bulkhead 

stiffeners or sparring where fitted.

Grain Capacity:

This is the cubic capacity of a space when the lengths, breadths and the depths are taken right to the ships side 

plating. An allowance is usually made for the volume occupied by frames and beams.

Stowage Factor:

This is the volume occupied by unit weight of cargo. Usually expressed as cubic metres/ tonne. It does not take 

into account space, which may be lost due to broken stowage. However it obtained by multiplying the greatest 

length by the greatest breadth with the greatest height.



Broken Stowage:

The space between packages which remains unutilized. This is generally expressed as a percentage and the amount that 

is to be allowed varies with differ rent cargo and the shape of the hold. It is greatest when large cases have to be loaded 

in a n end hold, where the after end narrows down considerably.

BS is generally not given in any of the booking lists, but is a ship/ hold experience factor or a sister ship experience 

factor for that particular cargo. The most commonly accepted figure is about 10%, thus with a BS of 10% the available 

cargo space that may be loaded would be 90%.



Terms used for calculating freight



Terms used for of calculating freight rates :
FIOS (Free In, Out, Stowed) :
It is most important to remember that the "Free" reference is viewed from the Ship Owners point of view - not 
the Shipper’s. Freight rates quoted on a FIOS basis specifically exclude all aspects relating to cargo handling 
operations. 
The ship is only responsible for expenses arising as a result of the ship calling into the port, i.e. port dues, pilotage, 
berth hire and light dues etc. Another very important consideration when booking cargo on FIOS terms is that the 
ship does not bear any responsibility for the speed of loading or discharging. Usually the rate agreed includes a 
fixed "free" period of time for loading/discharging operations, after which time a daily demurrage is incurred. 
Obviously this is of paramount importance where port congestion or stevedoring performance is uncertain. There 
are many overseas ports which fall into this category and particularly where vessel demurrage rates can vary 
significantly, depending on the size and type of ship nominated to undertake the particular project. 

Full Liner Terms:
This is somewhat a vaguer term given different port practices. However, it generally implies that the freight 
amount provided includes both shore based and on-board stevedoring, lashing/unlashing, dunnage materials, 
securing/unsecuring and all costs of presenting to/receiving the cargo from the ship’s side; with the 
shippers/receivers just bearing the cost of discharging from/reloading to the transport, along with the usual port 
charges/levies/taxes etc. 

Frequently the terms are varied at different ends of the voyage i.e. FILO (Free In/Liner Out), LIFO (Liner In Free 
Out) or FIFO (Free In/Free Out) etc. To be absolutely sure of all liabilities, it is always advisable to request that 
terms clearly and concisely indicate what is/isn’t included in your particular contract - in layman’s terms. 





Liquid Cargo measurement



Mechanical Ore Handling







GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

In 1979 the UN International Maritime Organization sponsored the establishment of the International 
Maritime Satellite Organization (INMARSAT)
Inmarsat C is one of the most flexible mobile satellite message communication systems in the World, 
it has the ability to handle commercial, operational and personal messages just as easily as distress 
and safety communications.
Inmarsat C is recommended for the any of the following applications: 
E-mail and messaging 
Fax and telex 
SMS text 
Remote monitoring 
Tracking 
Chart and weather updates 
Maritime safety information 

















Steamer agents

Ship owners and charterers cannot be present at every port their ship 
docks at, or watch over every deal secured for employment; there 
simply isn’t enough time if they want to build their business. But, as you 
would expect, they also do not want to wash their hands of the day-to-
day operations of these multi-million dollar assets. The middle ground 
comes in the form of a Ship’s Agent, a person or firm who transacts all 
business on behalf and under the direction of a ship owner or charterer



What is it like working as an Agent?
The list of ‘jobs’ that need to be done when a ship calls at a port is exhaustive 
– arranging for loading and unloading of cargo, purchasing stores, arranging 
crew changes, organising inspections, booking repairs… and so on. 

Add to that the need to have local contacts in every port that the ship calls to 
successfully, and cost effectively, perform those duties, and the importance of 
a local agent becomes clear.

Acting for, or on behalf of, another, Agents provide an onsite operations 
person with knowledge of the ins and outs of conducting business in a 
particular port, in locations where the ship owner or operator may not have 
an office or personnel. 

















AGENTS DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILLITIES WITH PORT AUTHORITIES:





PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED AND DOCUMENTS TO BE SUBMITTED TO CUSTOMS DEPARTMENTS:







ISO container types and size



Container terminal 





Freight Rate Mechanism



Freight components

• INDICATIVE CALCULATION – OCEAN FREIGHT

• 1. Basic Freight (FRT) 

• 2. Transport Additional(Where applicable) 

• 3. CAF on 1 and 2 (where applicable)

• 4 BAF/FAF d(**)

• 5. Any Other surcharges and Ancillar charges 



Surcharges

Bunker Fuel — Compensates for wide fluctuations in marine bunker fuel and diesel oil at key 
(BAF/FAF) transpacific load ports.
Congestion — Addresses costs related to schedule delays, rerouting of cargo and other impacts from 
sudden or sustained port congestion.
Currency(CAF) — Covers increased local currency operating costs in Asian countries relative to U.S. 
dollar-denominated freight charges and revenues.

Feeder — Covers sudden increases in spot market rates for connecting vessel and inland barge 
feeder service in Asia.
War Risk — Addresses higher insurance premiums, shipment rerouting or rescheduling, and other 
increased costs serving countries at risk of war or armed conflict.

Container Service — Covers cleaning, fumigation, maintenance and repair and other services to 
container equipment after use.

Documentation Fee — Fee applied at origin and/or destination to offset rising staffing, training, 
equipment and information systems costs relating to increased volume and complexity of 
documentation.
Hazardous Rail Security — Covers security-related charges paid to U.S. railroads for intermodal 
shipments of hazardous cargo.

Terminal Handling — Reflects shoreside handling costs at origin port, from receipt of the container at 
the CY or CFS terminal through its loading onto the vessel. Charges vary by port, carrier and services 
performed; special charges may apply to refrigerated, hazardous or other cargo requiring additional 
handling.



Ancillary charges …contd..

Detention — Period of time container and/or chassis is held by receiving party at its premises after delivery

Demurrage — Period of time loaded container remains at destination terminal awaiting pickup by shipper or 
consignee.

Drayage — Trucking of container and/or cargo on behalf of the customer within a port area, to and from an 
off-dock CY or CFS or locally for pickup or delivery







Shipping Sectors





CONTAINER TRAVELLING FROM A PLACE TO PLACE THROUGH MOTHER VESSEL AND      FEEDER VESSEL 









Integrated logistics

The logistics in the supply chain must anticipate the customers’ needs – this is 
integrated logistics.







Humanitarian & Medical courier

• Specifically, the activities of ‘‘planning, implementing and controlling the efficient, cost-
effective flow of and storage of goods and materials as well as related information, from point
of origin to point of consumption for purpose of alleviating the suffering of vulnerable
people’’ are known as ‘‘humanitarian logistics’’ .

• Briefly, ‘‘for humanitarians, logistics is the processes and systems involved in mobilizing 
people, resources, skills and knowledge to help vulnerable people affected by disaster’’

• Medical Courier Services is saving lives. Discover why the Medical community relies on 
Quick's Medical Courier Services for their critical blood, tissue, organ and medical device 
transport



A supply chain consists of three types of entities: 

• customers, 

• a producer, and the 

• producer's suppliers. 

The extended supply chain includes customers' customers and suppliers' 
suppliers. 

Supply chain management oversees and optimizes the processes of :

• acquiring inputs from suppliers (purchasing), 

• converting those inputs into a finished product (production), and 

• delivering those products or outputs - to customers (fulfillment).




